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WORDS OF OUR BELOVED PROPHET
About serenity
It is easy to be serene when everything around goes well. The
true serenity test is when things are going wrong around you. It
is then that it is important to develop one’s serenity. You must
even welcome these difficult moments with pleasure as they are
moments where you can grow more. Difficult moments are like
the night coming after the day. You must welcome them like
you welcome the night, a transient moment before the return of
the light. If there was only night, it would be logical to despair,
but the night is always followed by the day. Welcome these
difficult moments like you welcome the night, a peaceful
moment to regenerate yourself and become stronger.
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Our Beloved Prophet spent a few hours with the European Guides gathered in Switzerland for their autumn
meeting. He answered some of their questions. We selected a few excerpts that we thought you may enjoy
(taken from notes) ☺
“The messages are like a diamond with multiple faces that are filling up our
lives. You may have been attracted by one of the faces and spend years
before discovering other ones. The one that attracted you at first may not be
the most important. For example, if you have been attracted by the UFO
aspects of the messages, it is not the most important one. What is the most
important face of the messages? It is love.
Probably very few Raelians joined the Raelian Movement because of the love
they could feel in it. You may have seen me on television, but you didn’t see
the love within us all. Now that you have read, studied, and that you have
been deep into all of the faces of the messages, you know that the most
important is love. Some see the sexual freedom, the link to the Bible, cloning
or geniocracy… behind all these, there is love.
Why did the Elohim create life on Earth? It is a love story. To be a creator is to be love. Whatever we
create, it is a love story. In every artistic, artisan or scientific creation, there is love. In the creation of a
vaccine, a medication or in creating life, there is love. Those who create songs, poems, paintings have in
them love for the living, love for knowledge, love of the pleasure they may give while singing or playing
their music.
But in the act of creating life, there is another love that was added. After creating us, the creators started to
love their creation. They love what they saw, the outside beauty, but also what is inside the human being
they created in their image, another potential creator. From inert chemicals, they made creators capable of
love! Love created love.
It is probably the rational and materialistic part of the messages that says that we have been created by
human beings coming from somewhere else that attracted you, while the love included in it wouldn’t
probably attract you as love has been used and abused too often by those who talk about it but don’t have
it. “Love your neighbor like yourself” say the Christians, but Bush sends bombs over Iraq.
In the name of a god of love, they burn, they organize Inquisition and they send bombs. Human beings
have deformed the word love so much that we should invent another name. If we go back to the essence of
the word “love”, it is extraordinary!
With this love comes compassion.
They created human beings capable of creating as well. They look at their creation which never stops doing
mistakes, killing and butchering each others without thinking twice. But they still love us!
Remember the teachings about “good and bad”, about “yin and yang”? Our creators have made us in their
own image. They too have the potential to do good and bad. They choose the good. They see us act badly
and they still love us. Yahwe says “they are good”, Satan says “they are bad”, but Satan loves us as much
as Yahweh does and we should love them both equally. Satan doesn’t rejoice when he sees us act badly.
They are both sad, they have tears in their eyes and they say “they will not get out of it”. Satan cries when
we take the path of destruction. They are in our image as we are in their image and they say “one day they
will be fully in our image”. It is this compassion that must be in us as well, this empathy.
Total detachment is dryness. To judge things in regard with the infinite helps to be detached and to avoid
drowning in a glass of water. 100,000 people killed by bombs, it means nothing at the level of the infinite.
But if your neighbor is drowning in a glass of water, you should express compassion. We should always
consider the four plans as they are complementary.
I am disturbed that bombs exist as it means that there is room for bad. If we had been created to do good
only, we would be robots. The fact that we are able to do bad as well, places us in a position where we
have to choose and thus where we can have our consciousness grow.
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To feel empathy is to suffer with others. If you suffer with those who suffer, then you have fewer
tendencies to act badly, you are more aware of the suffering. To feel the pain around you, to feel with the
others, to cry when someone cries, to feel touched when someone is touched….
I am happy to see that you are reaching the most important aspect of our philosophy which is love, the
aspect that gives us the pleasure to diffuse…
About the importance of education.
A Humanity can have a high consciousness but a week education that will lead it to make bad choices. A
person who has a high consciousness but who has been told since he or she was a child that black people
are animals, that person may take bad decisions. It all depends on how one feeds one’s consciousness.
In the middle of a crowd animated by the bad, there are always Guides, lights, people like Noe. We have to
educate or rather des-educate!
If those who look at us with hatred were here with us, if they were reading our books, they would be
different. We have to forgive them; they don’t have the right information. We must look at them with
compassion and encourage them to come and meet with us, to come and get the elements they are looking
for, and they will see. The people who hate us are not bad. They read bad articles while they don’t know
us. Even you may have reacted the same way, if you had read these articles without knowing us before?
You could be among those who talk badly about us? Would you have had the wisdom to look for the
information?
The history of Humanity is based on the fact that rumors and lies dominate and make men go and fight the
men of the other Valley. Stories are told, hatred increases, politicians make it theirs, inflate it and exploit
it…
But intelligent people go to the source and get the information.
Often those who act badly have received a bad education. We would have been burned in the Middle Age.
To educate is actually to des-educate, to remove the bad information that we have received. It is difficult.
Someone who has been in an anti-sect group for years must have difficulties to deny his previous thoughts.
We must have compassion for our enemies.
Individual consciousnesses form a collective consciousness. One cannot change a collective consciousness
without changing individual consciousnesses. It was the case with the German people of the Nazi era. The
film “Borat” shows American families which are able to sing anti-Semitic songs. Human beings have a
capacity to fall back very quickly. What makes a Humanity survive better than another? “A better level of
education”. Those who are successful in implementing an education are those who survive. In order to put
it in place for our own Humanity, we must start by implementing a censorship on religious texts. There are
a billion Muslims who read that it is ok to beat women. The Christian Bible is an education to hatred and
self-destruction. We must replace them with a school of love.
To love the main differences isn’t too difficult, but to love the differences that are a minority, it is more
difficult, but it is what makes a Humanity grow. By living what we live in French speaking countries, we help
Humanity grow, we educate Humanity to improve its education. Our fight as a minority increases our
chances to survive. The way Humanity behaves with its minority is the way it behaves with its major
problems. Our fight is essential to save Humanity. The more we are discriminated, the more chances we
have to save it. I will always remember this beautiful speech in Paris about the Human Rights where we
could not attend because we were considered as a sect! Minorities are those who need the applications of
the Human Rights the most and they are the ones to whom it is denied and nobody sees that!
We are being observed and we have an influence. The more time elapsed, the more they will change the
way they look at us. We just need to keep on going. Our mission isn’t supposed to last two weeks! They
may bark stupidly “this is a sect”, but those who come close to us can only respect us. What we do
deserves respect. Some see a bag with a tag and focus on the tag. Some open the bag, even if they have
seen the tag, as they want to see what is inside the bag. Are we interested only by those who focus on the
tag?
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There are more and more people coming to see who we are. Internet is a great tool. Everyday people
receive the right information.
The love we radiate, the way we listen to people make them want to know who we are. You don’t need to
say “Hi, I am Raelian” and doing so close the bag and show the tag. You are not only Raelian; you are
Human beings with much more assets. To say that you are Raelian is limiting yourself. You are more than
that. It shows without saying that you are Raelian. People must ask you “what is it that makes you so
exceptional?” Our apostolate must open us and not limit ourselves!

RAEL LAUNCHES THE ORDER OF THE SECRET MEMBERS OF THE RAELIAN
MOVEMENT
Through the ages, religious minorities have had to act in secret in order to protect their members.
The first Christians used to meet in the catacombs to avoid being thrown to the lions, Protestants had their
masses in caves and the Russian Orthodox were doing the same when the Communist government was
denying them the right to exist.
Considering the discriminations that religious minorities have to face in the French speaking countries of
Europe, because of the anti-sect movements at the service of the Catholic Church which is trying to keep
what is left of its power, as well as in most of the Muslim countries, Rael has decided to offer for the first
time, the possibility to become Raelian for those who live in these countries and who want to live their faith
without having to express it publicly.
So if you feel Raelian but you are afraid of loosing your friends, afraid of how your family will react, or even
afraid of loosing your job if you join us, and if you live in one the countries mentioned above, you can
become a secret member of the Raelian Movement.
You will be able to do your Cellular Plan Transmission in secret and, anonymously, only one Guide will hear
your name in the room where you will be alone with him when he will do your transmission, in a secret
place.
You will also be able to meet Rael in secret.
You will receive the newsletters of the Raelian Movement in a discrete envelope.
You may also give anonymously money to help the Raelian Movement and Rael.
You will also be able to attend private seminars that will be reserved to secret members only, wearing a
mask or not.
It remains important that as many new members as possible join the structures of the Raelian Movement
and, in doing so, become publicly active Raelians. However, with his huge compassion and love for
Humanity, Rael wants to offer this possibility to become Raelian in secret for those who are not ready to get
public, in the French speaking countries of Europe and in the Muslim countries.
Then, when the Elohim arrive, you will be able to say that you have been helping the last of their Prophets,
as a secret member and there is no doubt that it will help you to gain eternal life. In this way, you can feel
good being among those who help the last Prophet, even if your involvement isn’t public.
If you decide to become a secret member of the Raelian Movement, you may contact us at
secretary@rael.org. You will then be told how to do your transmission (baptism) and how to meet Rael, all
this absolutely in secret.
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INFO IRM
Our Beloved Prophet, who has been President of the IRM for more than 30 years now, has decided to
resign from these administrative functions and concentrate on his task as the Guide of the Guides.
Here is the new organization of the IRM bureau:
President

Gerard Jeandupeux

Secretary

Philippe Chabloz

Treasurer

Myriam Dorsaz

Members

Marco Francescini
Marcel Terrusse

Accounting control : Claude Sanfourche
Also, our Beloved Prophet will not go to Africa this year for the seminars scheduled end of
December.

NEWS AND VIEWS
Our Beloved Prophet Rael has sent his congratulations to the director of the Natural History Museum
in Oslo and the exhibition organizer Geir Soeli who inaugurated a new exhibit that shows homosexual
behavior in the animal world; it shows giraffes mounting, aroused whales mating and dragonflies copulating
- all of them of the same sex.
Homosexual people are often told that their way of living is against the principles of nature. It is refreshing
to see that a scientific institution is going against the taboos, showing that homosexuality is very natural
and quite common in animal kingdom. According to the study behind this exhibit, homosexual behavior has
been detected in more than 1,500 species, from beetles to swans and even lions and sperm whales.

GF
RAEL has expressed his support to Pascal Sevran, a French TV anchor and writer who was accused of
racism as he said in one of his books that "the ‘dick’ of black people is responsible for hunger in Africa".
When asked about this sentence, he added: "Africa is dying from all the kids born there while their parents
cannot feed them. I am not the only one to say it. We should sterilize half of the planet!"
Rael expressed his support although he commented that it is not the “dick” of black people that is
responsible of the problem which he describes well, but the responsibility is the Catholic Church’s one as it
pushes African people to not use contraception or preservatives, leading to the over-population that we
witness while there have nothing to eat.
He added: “To tell the truth isn’t being racist”.
« If the Catholic Church was not pushing Africans to not use contraception and condoms, there wouldn’t be
overpopulation and hunger anymore. African people could have pleasure without guilt as every human
being is allowed to, without having kids by the dozen whom they cannot feed”.
A UK parliamentary group says lately that “the UN's Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) are "difficult or
impossible to meet" without curbing population growth”. The global population is forecast to reach about
nine billion by 2050. Rael has been asking for several decades now that religious books are censored to
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remove parts that are too violent and he reminds us that it is also urgent to remove the sentence: “grow
forth and multiply” that encourages over-population and thus genocide by hunger.

GF
Let’s celebrate every newspaper’s death
The French newspaper “Liberation” (usually rather nasty with us, eh eh) is now in financial crisis: its doors
threatening to close for good. The paper partly blames the internet…A BBC article was stating this week:
"All the news that's fit to print" was once the newspaper man's slogan. Now, with news-junkies turning
increasingly to the net for their daily fix of world events, papers are beginning to feel the pinch”. Many
media leaders are saying that electronic media is the future. Well, wake up, electronic media is our present!
This is what RAEL was saying on the subject this week:
“Let’s celebrate the death of each newspaper! Not only are they polluting the Earth and killing millions of
trees everyday, but they also belong to multinational conglomerates allied with conservative powers and
primitive religions in order to manipulate the people. We, Raelians know more than anybody else how
terrible liars they are. Young generation don't want any more dirty and poisonous papers in their hands
every morning, they prefer to check the news on a clean internet, where they can go directly to the news
and not believe any lie from manipulated journalists. Remember to celebrate the death of each newspaper!”

DIFFUSION IN THE WORLD

GF
THE US TEAMS DENOUNCE CATHOLIC PRIESTS PEDOPHILIA
A week ago, the LA archdiocese has agreed to pay $60 million to settle 45 lawsuits alleging sex abuse by
priests! According to some source, the settlement involved 22 priests. The Los Angeles archdiocese still
faces more than 500 lawsuits from people who allege they were abused by about 200 priests and laypeople
dating as far back as the 1930s.
In 2004, the Diocese of Orange agreed to spend $100 million to settle 90 abuse claims.
The U.S. church has spent at least $1.5 billion since 1950 to cover sex abuse by Roman Catholic priests.
Four dioceses -- Tucson, Arizona; Spokane, Washington; Portland, Oregon, and Davenport, Iowa -- sought
bankruptcy protection from a flood of lawsuits… and it is probably only the tip of the iceberg!
However money cannot solve the problem. It may help some victims, but there are still children being
abused today by human beings who are denied the right to have sex, the Catholic Priests. Enough is
enough. The Raelians have been denouncing the situation for years through the Nopedo association. They
were in front of Mahony’s Church in LA on Thanksgiving to tell the Catholic population going to the mass, to
stop closing their eyes and ignoring the situation. They must tell their pope to stop abusing children as he is
responsible of them all, keeping this Priest’s celibacy rule that was, by the way, introduced in the Middle
Age only, in order to prevent priests wives to inherit Church’s property….!! With the Catholic Church, it
often goes back to money, isn’t?
Sage, Regional Guide in LA tells us how it went…
I have some great news to share: our NOPEDO action yesterday was a HUGE SUCCESS!!!
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There were 23 of us, all together marching in front of Cardinal Mahony's church yesterday, the
Sunday after Thanksgiving. Six members of the Vegas team, including our dear Lara, Thomas, and
Nadine, drove to LA on Saturday to be with us, and we had a fun Raelian dinner together that night
in Studio City. Then, on Sunday morning, we played together in front of the Catholic Church with
signs and a beautiful banner, marching and singing loudly: "Stop Pedophilia, Save Our Children!" We
handed out many fliers in both English and Spanish, and it was interesting to observe the varied
reactions of the people we met. Since we are always respectful, there were no problems with church
officials or police.
We had the visit of TV crews from NBC, ABC, and FOX news! I gave a brief interview with all three
networks, and our brother Pablo interviewed with the NBC crew who sent the Spanish footage to
Telemundo (since NBC owns Telemundo). La Opinion (Spanish newspaper) and Univision (Spanish TV
station), covered us as well! NBC sent a live feed yesterday from the event, and we were shown on
their midday newsbreak. Later that evening, we had the pleasure of seeing ourselves on ABC News at
6pm and FOX News at 10pm! Vida did a beautiful job of coordinating all of this, and ALL of the
stories were VERY POSITIVE!!! Our BIG banner was also shown very clearly... with the NOPEDO
website in plain view! hehehe
I want to sincerely thank EVERYONE who was involved with this one. The LA team put so much love
and energy into the action, and we very much appreciated the support from our Vegas brothers and
sisters. We are a beautiful family, and we are on a roll!
The week before, the Las Vegas team was doing the same in front of the Las Vegas cathedral… Thomas
Kaenzig, the regional leader told us:
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“Things turned out to be real smooth ... good feedbacks from the people on the street, a couple of
disgruntled mass-goers and a catholic official who got angry at Rob for giving out the flyers in front of the
church (on public ground). The usher came out with a security guard and told us that this is "bullshit" and
that we should go to Los Angeles where they have these kinds of problems :-)))) Funnily, the security guard
who came out with the church official asked for a flyer after that guy left, he thought this was very
interesting :))))”

IN THE USA AS WELL…
Rael’s Girls
Lara gave a short interview on the phone with a morning radio from Florida on the Rael’s Girls helping
Catholic Churches subject...:-)
Here is what she said:
“We have had 15 new members on our website since the radio broadcast! we are at a total of 95 members
and most have come in the past month... hence the press release etc... so something is working right:-))))”
Yes, something and someone, eh eh ☺
Tickling Consciousness in Knoxville Tennessee at the Health and Wellness Expo
In the Appalachian mountain areas of Tennessee there are several impoverished communities. It is the
Hospitality Food Pantries organization, which responds to this large geographic area, and it was they who
sponsored the Health and Wellness Expo, in Knoxville at which we were so warmly received.
For two days we had a Sensual Meditation booth at the Expo, touching over 250 people who braved the
torrential rains and resulting flooding to attend. As the Expo was all about feeding the hungry we offered to
donate three cans of food for each Sensual Meditation book purchased, and 1 item of food for each book
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pledged to be purchased from our virtual shop. In two days time two books were sold, six pledged to be
purchased and 45 diffusion CDs with our Prophet’s books on them in PDF form were given away! On
Sunday also we offered a Sensual Meditation (seated) to persons who received it with Very relaxed smiles
(of course!)
While there were over 20 different vendors selling various things, ours was the only booth to actually
integrate our Message with the reason for the event, that is to put food on the table .... and I am not
kidding I put food ON THE TABLE :-) at our booth ( see photo)
As I was introduced to the head of the Hospitality Food Pantries, he
commented that we were the only ones to do this, and he received from
me the diffusion CD and all the materials regarding the Messages which I
had. He thought our pairing of our Message with this not so subtle
reminder was super and definitely a way to revive the consciousness of
why the event was being held. At the end of the weekend he also
received with gratitude the 100 cans of food I had brought (gathered
from home and from friends with only a small amount purchased with
coupons)
The vendors who visited my table and talked with me commented on the
pairing of the Sensual Mediation books with the donation of food and
when I said I was not taking home any of the cans I had brought with
me... you should have seen their faces ~ like hmmmmmmmm we could
of ~ should have ~ done this too!!!
We were a very conscious presence for everyone there ~ with a Message
of course that unites the body and mind with the infinite ~ and which
tickled their 'commercial' brains with a little philanthropic feather :)
submitted by
Carla Watson

IN FRENCH-SPEAKING EUROPE, THEY CHAT ☺
Raelians chat on paltalk.com
About a year ago, a small team of four Raelians from Belgium decided to start Raelian chats on paltalk.com.
After a year of pleasure talking about their philosophy, they are now 10 in the team and gather between 30
and 40 people every Thursday to discuss different topics related to the Messages in French. The people
joining are mainly from Europe and North Africa.
Cathy who initiated it says that the Raelian chat is renowned now for its warmth and for the respect given
to everybody. “Also it is of high quality, especially since Marcel Terrusse is joining us often and shares with
us his huge knowledge on science and philosophy”.
In the last months we had more than 200 people visiting and one of them decided to meet with Raelians in
Paris.
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IN LATIN AMERICA
Dominican Republic
Thanks to the diffusion by personal contact, the Movement is developing fast in Dominican Republic. The
National Guide, Eulalio Diaz Robles, is awakening the Dominican people well with his team. Coming form
the most Catholic part of the island (La Vega), he sometimes sends some Raelians in the capital Santo
Domingo to welcome those who have enough of the traditional religions and want to join the Raelian
Revolution.
I visited them about a year ago and their pure love of the messages and of our Beloved Prophet deeply
touched me. They dream to be able to hear him and touch him one day. They dream so much of a better
world…
See you soon at the Embassy.
Daniel Turcotte, Continental Guide
In Costa Rica
It is with great pleasure that I announce you the nomination of Israel Schein as a Guide
Level 4 by our Beloved Prophet. He is now the National Guide of Costa Rica. At 29, he
becomes the youngest Guide of South America. His discipline and his love of the
messages will be a source of inspiration for his country and the Guides of the
Continent.
Congratulations dear Israel !
Daniel Turcotte, Continental Guide

IN ISRAEL
Last Saturday, December 2nd, after our monthly gathering, we met at 6:00 PM with the Yesh gvul (“there
are limits”) organization to demonstrate against the Israeli politics asking them to get out of Gaza. It was
not a big demonstration and the national media didn't even cover the event. But we made some good
contacts. We did an interview with a French media "France Ouest". We also had another contact with an
Italian group and give them some flyers in Italian. Al Jezeera TV was there and we did our best to put our
signs in front of their cameras☺. The day after, someone from an Arab country contacted us to know more
about us :-). I had the pleasure of meeting with an isRaeli Muslim deputy of the Knesset M. Mohammed
Baraket and we had an excellent contact. We exchange phone numbers and have contacted his office for an
interview.
Love
Leon

IN CHINA

byr Richard Gregoire

Still far from the freedom to criticize the government and the right to personal initiative!
After reading Contact #320, I looked at the video about the ‘Free Hugs’ campaign and I asked myself what
impact this video would have on my students at the University where I teach. So I decided to use this video
in two of my classes under the theme: ‘Love between Human beings’.
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After watching it, we exchanged on the importance of giving love around us and I concluded the class
saying that I would be curious to see such an action taking place in the city of Shangai where we live.
To my surprise, at the end of the class, one of my students came to see me and said: ‘ Richard, let’s do it
here in Shangai’. I was very surprised of this reaction and at the same time very happy as Chinese students
rarely take initiatives.
Very confident, she told me that this should change people’s behavior and at the same time make them
more aware of the importance of getting close to each other. I told her that this was a wonderful initiative
and that I will be there to support her and will certainly participate to the activity. We decided that it was
better to ask the authorization in order to avoid any problem with the authority.
However a group of students was so excited at the idea of living this activity that they decided to not wait
for the authorization. On the next week end, they were in the streets, happy to spread love around them…
Well, the joy didn’t last long as the police arrived and took them to their station and interrogated them.
They kept them a few hours before releasing them.
China is still a country where expression is under control, defying the human rights. Here to talk about the
Messages is taking a risk, but Chinese people are eager to discover it!
I let you with a picture of this student who had the desire to change something in the Chinese culture but
who will have to wait a little more…. But we are still waiting for the authorization from the police.

Love, Richard
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CLITORAID
Intermediate statement
Thanks to your wonderful actions, Clitoraid has now US$ 15,000 in its bank account, after buying the land
in Bobo Dioulasso where we will build the Pleasure Hospital. We received a few days ago about $US 6,000
from Switzerland. Italy and Switzerland are head to head for the #1 position!
Yael, a Guide in Burkina Faso who is also an MD, is representing Clitoraid for all negotiations with the local
administration to get building permits. All is going well over there.
Pierre Bolduc who will build the hospital has arrived there and is extracting the stones with his machines.
Abi, level 3 in Burkina, has been touring the country, meeting with women to help them refuse the
barbarian practice of female circumcision. Thanks to her benevolent involvement to explain that it is
possible to be repaired and give hope to women and young girls, she has been appointed to do it
professionnally now! Congratulations dear Abi.
Clitoraid also decided to operate on one more woman, a woman from Ivory Coast, so that she can explain
to the women of her country how it went. Ivory Coast is a neighboring country of Burkina Faso and the
women of this country will be able to benefit from the services of Clitoraid.

Abi in a school
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KONE DETE, OPERATED ON THANKS TO CLITORAID
A huge pain between my legs, preventing me to walk sensually as I taught myself to… this [ain was taking
me back to the pain I experienced in the past when they cut my clitoris...
I was so happy when I read for the first time on internet, an interview from Dr. Foldes about the possibility
to restore clitoris. The only problem was that he was in France, too far from all the African women who
needed him. Then the Raelian Movement launched the big campaign to inform people about it. Today there
are African doctors doing it in Burkina Faso and soon the whole Africa will follow!
I was so moved to be chosen for the first free operation from the Clitoraid organization. I was wondering
when and if I would be able to do this operation since Abi and Banemanie had it done.
I received the offer over the phone from Hortense Dodo on the week end and on Monday, everything went
fast. The food and the housing was offered by Clitoraid, my partner bought the ticket for the following
Wednesday as I could only afford a bus ticket which would have been difficult on the way back. A friend of
mine to whom I say thank you again, helped me with little details.
Everything went fast. I was so thrilled thinking about the operation on my way to Ouagadougou. I was in a
mental change mode.
From the welcoming of the Raelians in Ouaga, to the meeting with the doctor, everything went fast.
Hmm, I forgot to say that my name
is Kone Dete, I am Raelian and I live
in a part of the globe called Abidjan.
I don’t remember clearly but I think
I was 6 when I was excised at the
same time as my elder sister who
must have been 8 then. This has
been done without the knowledge of
my mother as it wasn’t part of her
tradition.
Meeting the doctor, he asked
several questions, checked my
health, found a slightly low blood
pressure, nothing alarming, and my
operation was scheduled for the
following day, Thursday at 11:00am.
I was very afraid but I tried to joke
with the doctors in the operation
room. My blood pressure was back
up, from joy surely! Then I slept.
I can see now the beauty of this operation. One month later I have no more pain and I feel good with a
clitoris that is still a little pink but that is moving from time to time. I can feel the desire in me!! I even
called my sister so that she thinks of doing the operation too!
If there was a way to give back the vagina lips back too, that would be awesome.
I thank Clitoraid and its partners for putting me back on the trails to pleasure. I wish that many women can
benefit from it soon.
I haven’t been using my clitoris yet but I will give you news..
Kisses and thanks again to Brigitte and her team.
(on the photo, Kone departing from Ouagadougou after the operation)
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ERROR
We mentioned on Contact 323 that the University of Princeton through the Global Consciousness Project
was involved in the monitoring of the orgasm day effect, on December 22nd. We learned since then that it
wasn’t so. Sorry for this mistake.
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